We develop a family of rollout policies based on fixed routes to obtain dynamic solutions to the vehicle routing problem with stochastic demand and duration limits (VRPSDL). In addition to a traditional one-step rollout policy, we leverage the notions of the pre-and post-decision state to distinguish two additional rollout variants. We tailor our rollout policies by developing a dynamic decomposition scheme that achieves high quality solutions to large problem instances with reasonable computational effort. Computational experiments demonstrate that our rollout policies improve upon the performance of a rolling horizon procedure and commonly employed fixed-route policies, with improvement over the latter being more substantial.
Introduction
Vehicle routing problems (VRPs) with stochastic demand underlie many operational challenges in logistics and supply chain management. For example, in less-than-truckload operations, an estimate of customer demands may be available at the time vehicle routes are planned, but actual demands often differ from the initial estimate (Bertsimas and Simchi-Levi, 1996) . Similarly, in vendor-managed beverage distribution systems, actual inventory levels are first observed upon arrival to customers, which may consist of a network of restaurants, grocery stores, and fueling stations (Erera et al., 2009 ). In such cases, vehicle capacity may be inadequate to fully serve demand, resulting in a route failure requiring the vehicle to return to a central depot to replenish capacity before continuing to service customers.
A common approach to handle uncertainty in customer demands is to restrict attention to a priori, or fixed-route, policies (see Campbell and Thomas (2008) for a review). A fixed-route policy requires vehicles to visit customers in the order specified by a set of pre-defined routes.
Fixed routes are routinely used in industry and create a regularity of service that can be beneficial for both the customers and the drivers -customers may be served at roughly the same time each day they require service, and the drivers become familiar with their routes. Because fixed-route policies offer limited recourse actions in response to observed customer demands, finding a highquality fixed-route policy is often computationally attractive (e.g., see Yang et al. (2000) or Laporte et al. (2002)).
While fixed-route policies can perform well on average, additional improvements may be ob- The overarching contribution of this paper is the development of rollout policies to dynamically manage multi-vehicle fleets when customer demands are stochastic. The literature describes rollout policies to make dynamic decisions in related single-vehicle problems (e.g., Secomandi (2001) and Novoa and Storer (2008) ). However, the combinatorial growth in problem size experienced in the multi-vehicle case makes it difficult to extend techniques from the single-vehicle literature to multivehicle problems. Our work aims to fill this gap by exploring a family of rollout policies for the vehicle routing problem with stochastic demand and duration limits (VRPSDL), a problem that serves as a model for a variety of logistics and distribution problems encountered in practice. We achieve promising results for the VRPSDL with a traditional, one-step rollout policy. However, because the state and action spaces grow combinatorially with problem size, our one-step rollout policy is only practical for problems with 50 or fewer customers. To mitigate this computational challenge, we develop a post-decision rollout policy that looks ahead from each postdecision state, rather than from each pre-decision state at the next decision epoch (see Powell (2007) for a discussion of pre-and post-decision states). We also introduce a hybrid rollout policy that reduces the computational burden of post-decision rollout by looking ahead from the current pre-decision state and from select post-decision states.
The dynamic policies we obtain via one-step, post-decision, and hybrid rollout improve on benchmark static fixed-route policies and on dynamic policies achieved by a rolling horizon updating procedure equivalent to applying our rollout algorithm in the pre-decision state. Improvement over static fixed-route policies is more substantial than improvement over rolling horizon policies.
Yet, despite the introduction of the post-decision and hybrid methods, for the largest problem instances, our rollout policies are computationally prohibitive to implement. To address this concern, we explore decomposition schemes that reduce computation by implementing rollout policies in single-vehicle problems, then using the resulting policies to manage a multi-vehicle fleet. In particular, we propose a dynamic decomposition scheme that builds on the static decomposition scheme of Fan et al. (2006) . In static decomposition, the set of customers to be served (although not necessarily the order of service) by a particular vehicle is fixed at the beginning of the time horizon. Our dynamic decomposition procedure potentially adjusts the decomposition at each decision epoch.
We show that dynamic decomposition is able to achieve high quality solutions for large problem instances with reasonable run times, thereby suggesting that dynamic decomposition, coupled with our rollout algorithms, is a strong candidate for making real-time dynamic routing decisions in large-scale operations.
An important feature of a rollout algorithm is the heuristic used to approximate the reward-togo from a current state. The simple cyclic heuristic used for single-vehicle problems (Secomandi, 2001; Novoa and Storer, 2008) does not effectively extend to multi-vehicle problems. Therefore, as an additional contribution, we base the look-ahead mechanism in our rollout policies on a local search over a space of fixed-route policies. The development of this fixed-route heuristic includes methods to both estimate and exactly calculate the expected demand served by a fixed-route policy.
Although our work focuses on the VRPSDL, it may be possible to adapt some of our problemspecific ideas to general stochastic dynamic programs. In particular, the concept of a hybrid rollout policy is not necessarily tied to the routing domain. Further, although our dynamic decomposition scheme is tailored specifically for multi-vehicle routing problems, other types of problems may contain structures that permit decomposition amenable to a rollout methodology. In Goodson et al.
(2012), we begin to explore these issues and propose a generalized rollout policy framework for applying rollout methods to stochastic dynamic programs.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In §2, we discuss literature addressing dynamic policies for VRPs with stochastic demand. In §3, we formulate the VRPSDL as a Markov decision process (MDP). In §4, we develop a fixed-route heuristic for the VRPSDL. In §5, we describe our rollout policies and decomposition procedures. We present computational results in §6 and conclude the paper in §7.
Related Literature
The formulation underlying much of the literature for dynamic VRPs with stochastic demand is that of Dror et al. (1989) and Dror (1993) , who formulate a single-vehicle model as a MDP. The objective of the formulation is to obtain a policy that minimizes expected travel cost subject to a constraint on vehicle capacity. Beyond incorporating a route duration limit, we deviate from this model in two additional ways. First, our model allows for multiple vehicles, which leads to a larger state space and a significantly more complex action space. Second, as we discuss in §3, our objective is to maximize expected demand served, rather than to minimize expected travel costs.
For problem instances of any practical size, obtaining optimal policies for Dror et al. (1989) 's single-vehicle MDP is computationally intractable due to the well known "curse of dimensionality" associated with dynamic programs. Thus, much of the literature focuses on heuristic solution methods. Secomandi (2000) investigates an approximate policy iteration procedure that estimates the cost-to-go via a parametric function. Such an approach, which is typical of more traditional approximate dynamic programming, refines parameter estimates via simulation. Secomandi concludes that a one-step rollout policy performs better than using a parametric function to approximate the cost-to-go. Secomandi (2000 Secomandi ( , 2001 ) develops a one-step rollout policy by establishing a single fixed-route policy and repeatedly using it to approximate the cost-to-go for a given action by computing the expected cost of cyclically following this fixed route (skipping customers whose demand has been fully served). We note that Secomandi (2001) implements a one-step rollout policy in a fashion that is computationally equivalent to the post-decision rollout approach articulated in this paper. This equivalency depends on the properties of the heuristic utilized by the rollout algorithm (i.e., sequential consistency) and does not hold in general. Goodson et al. (2012) establish conditions where equivalency between one-step and post-decision rollout exists for general stochastic dynamic programs. We note that this equivalency is not an indicator of overall effectiveness as the heuristic used by the rollout policies in this paper does not maintain sequential consistency, yet achieves high quality computational results. Novoa and Storer (2008) take the approach of Secomandi (2001) and show that using a higher quality initial fixed route leads to improved policies. They also demonstrate that computation times can be reduced, without a loss in solution quality, by using simulation to estimate the expected cost of following a fixed route.
As demonstrated by Fan et al. (2006) , one way to address a multi-vehicle problem is to de-compose it into single-vehicle problems by first partitioning customers into groups (one for each vehicle) and then applying Secomandi (2001) to each group; we refer to this method as static decomposition. However, extending the method of Secomandi (2001) in this fashion has limitations.
In particular, static decomposition does not permit actions that assign vehicles to customers outside of the initial partitions. In this paper, we explore a dynamic decomposition scheme that updates the partitions at each decision epoch, thereby allowing customers to be shared across vehicles.
Secomandi and Margot (2009) suggest partial-reoptimization strategies for a constrained version of Dror et al.'s single-vehicle model. The constraint requires each customer demand to be serviced in full before proceeding to another customer, thereby reducing the size of the state space.
The state space is further reduced by heuristically selecting a promising set of states over which an optimal policy is obtained. Applying a similar approach to a multi-vehicle problem is nontrivial. Because the state and action spaces of multi-vehicle problems are exponentially larger than those of single-vehicle problems, it is difficult to identify a promising set of states over which it is computationally tractable to obtain an optimal policy. Erera and Daganzo (2003) propose a partially-dynamic routing scheme for a multi-vehicle VRP with stochastic demand. The procedure begins by serving customers furthest from the depot via a set of fixed-route policies. Then, there is a one-time replanning of vehicle operations and remaining customer demands are serviced via a new set of fixed-route policies. The rollout policies described in this paper are more dynamic, potentially replanning routes whenever vehicle(s) arrive at customer locations. Hvattum et al. (2006 Hvattum et al. ( , 2007 consider a multi-vehicle routing problem with stochastic demand where customer orders are placed over a given time horizon. The problem is modeled as a multistage stochastic programming problem with an objective of minimizing travel cost. Within this framework, actions are selected at pre-defined stages through a sample-based heuristic. In our rollout policies, we heuristically select actions whenever new information is learned. Additionally, Hvattum et al. (2006 Hvattum et al. ( , 2007 require customer demand to be served completely by one vehicle on one visit. If this is not possible, then the customer is skipped. In contrast, we require customer demand to be served to the fullest extent possible given available vehicle capacity. Any remaining customer demand may be served during subsequent visits by the same vehicle, by another vehicle, or not at all. The problem instances of Hvattum et al. (2006 Hvattum et al. ( , 2007 consider as many as 151 customers and six vehicles. Our work considers problem instances with as many as 100 customers and 19 vehicles.
Problem Formulation
The VRPSDL is an extension of the classical vehicle routing problem (see Toth and Vigo (2001) for a review) and is characterized by a fleet of vehicles operating from a central depot and by a set of customers with stochastic demand. Let G = (N , E) be a complete graph where N = {0, 1, . . . , N } is a set of N + 1 nodes and E = {(n, n ) : n, n ∈ N } is the set of edges connecting the nodes. Node 0 represents a depot and nodes 1, . . . , N represent customer locations. Travel times t(n, n ) associated with each edge (n, n ) in E are known and assumed deterministic. Let M = {1, . . . , M } be a set of M identical vehicles initially located at the depot. Let Q denote vehicle capacity and L a route duration limit (e.g., end of a working day) by which time all vehicles must return to the depot. Vehicle routes begin and end at the depot. Customer demands are random variables that follow a known joint probability distribution F with a support restricted to be a subset of [0, ∞) N . Prior to arrival at customer locations, customer demands are known only in distribution. Upon arrival, customer demands are observed and served to the maximum extent, subject to available vehicle capacity. When a vehicle's capacity is exhausted (i.e., a route failure occurs), the vehicle must return to the depot to restore capacity up to Q. Demand that remains unserved after an initial vehicle visit may possibly be satisfied on subsequent visits by the same vehicle, or by another.
The objective of the VRPSDL is to obtain a policy that maximizes expected demand served.
Our choice of objective function is motivated by van de Klundert and Wormer (2010) , who emphasize the need to focus on customer service levels. Further, the VRPSDL objective of maximizing expected demand served aligns with the goals of many humanitarian and disaster relief logistics problems (Campbell et al., 2008) , such as the distribution of vaccines or emergency medical supplies. Alternative objective functions might also consider the more traditional goal of costminimization by placing appropriate weights on each objective.
We formulate the VRPSDL as a MDP. We present a summary of the MDP model in this section and refer the reader to Appendix A for a detailed formulation. The state of the system is the tuple (l, t, q, d, x). For each vehicle, vectors l, t, and q store vehicle destinations, arrival times at vehicle destinations, and remaining vehicle capacities, respectively. The state of vehicle m in M is denoted (l m , t m , q m ). For each customer, vectors d and x store unserved customer demand and the observed demand, respectively. The state of demand at customer n in N is denoted (d n , x n ). An action is an assignment of the vehicles in M to locations in N . We place the following restrictions on the available actions. Vehicles en route may not be diverted. If a vehicle's capacity will be depleted by serving customer demand at its current location, then the vehicle must return to the depot to replenish. We prohibit actions assigning more than one vehicle to a customer, but allow multiple vehicles to return to the depot. Actions forcing a vehicle to return to the depot at a time greater than L are prohibited. Vehicles are not permitted to wait at locations, except at the depot when it is not feasible to collect demand from the remaining set of customers. We denote the pre-decision state at decision epoch k by s k , an action in action space A(s k ) by a, and the post-decision state corresponding to action a by s a k (see Powell (2007) for a discussion of pre-and post-decision states).
The system dynamics proceed as follows. A decision epoch is triggered by the arrival of one or more vehicles at customer locations or at the depot (multiple vehicles may arrive simultaneously).
Upon arrival to customer locations, actual demand is observed. In addition, vehicle capacities are replenished for vehicles arriving at the depot. These events are captured in the transition from post-decision state s a k−1 to pre-decision state s k . For vehicles at customer locations or at the depot (i.e., vehicles not en route), an action is selected indicating each respective location these vehicles will travel to next. Vehicles currently at customer locations then serve demand to the fullest extent given available vehicle capacity (total demand served in period k is recorded as reward R k (s k , a)) and the selected action, specifying the next destination for each vehicle, is executed. These events are captured in the deterministic transition from pre-decision state s k to post-decision state s a k . The example in Figure 1 and Table 1 illustrates states and actions. The example consists of two vehicles and four customers with Manhattan distances defined by a unit grid. Pre-decision state s k is noted at the top of Figure 1 . In state s k , vehicle 1 is at customer 1 and vehicle 2 is at customer 4. These vehicles arrived simultaneously at their respective locations at time 2, both with full capacity of 50 units. Demands at customers 1 and 4 are observed to be 20 and 15 units, respectively, none of which has been served. Demands at customers 2 and 3 are not yet observed (indicated by "?"); the table within Figure 1 displays the possible demands at these customers. The first column of Table 1 displays the feasible action set A(s k ). Each of the seven actions is a twodimensional vector indicating a feasible assignment of the two vehicles to locations. For example, action 1 assigns both vehicles to the depot to replenish capacity. The second column of Table 1 displays the post-decision states that result from selecting the actions in the first column. Because the reward collected depends only on the demands at current vehicle locations and available vehicle capacities, the reward R k (s k , a) is 20 + 15 = 35 units of demand for any action a listed in the first column. The post-decision states in the second column reflect that demand at customers 1 and 4 has been fully served by indicating zero unserved demand at these customers. The third column of Let Π be the set of all Markovian deterministic policies for the VRPSDL. A policy π in Π is a 
is a function that specifies the action choice when the process occupies state s k and follows policy π.
We seek a policy π in Π that maximizes the total expected reward, conditional on initial state s 0 :
Denoting by V (s k ) the expected reward-to-go from state s k in epoch k through final decision epoch K, an optimal policy can be obtained by solving the optimality 
A Fixed-Route Heuristic
In this section, we present a fixed-route heuristic for the VRPSDL. We use this heuristic in §5 to develop rollout policies for the VRPSDL. In §4.1, we define a fixed-route policy class. In §4.2, we discuss a local search procedure for fixed-route policies.
Fixed-Route Policies
As we discuss in §1, a fixed route specifies a static ordering of customers for a driver to visit.
We denote by V(s) the set of all possible fixed routes when the process occupies a pre-or post- The decision rules we associate with a fixed-route policy are dictated by the set of fixed routes.
Vehicles are required to visit customers in the order specified by the fixed routes. After a vehicle m serves demand at a customer v will result in a violation of the route duration limit, a vehicle is required to return to the depot.
A return trip to the depot for the purpose of capacity replenishment is required in the event of a route failure and is not permitted otherwise. Although it is possible to consider fixed-route policies that permit replenishment prior to route failures (e.g., in the spirit of Bertsimas et al. (1995) ), preemptive capacity replenishment policies for the VRPSDL are computationally challenging to evaluate (Goodson, 2010) . In §5, we discuss how we consider preemptive capacity replenishments via our rollout policies. 
(1)
The first case in equation (1) requires a vehicle en route to continue to its destination. The second case assigns a vehicle to the depot if capacity will be depleted after serving demand at its current location. The third case assigns a vehicle to the depot if traveling to customer v m b will result in a violation of the route duration limit. The fourth case assigns a vehicle to location v m b . The decision rule for policy π(v) consists of the decision rules for each fixed route composing v: δ Each iteration of the local search proceeds as follows. Given a current set of fixed routes v, a set of fixed routesv is randomly selected from the relocation neighborhood of v. If the estimated value of policy π(v) is greater than the estimated value of policy π(v) (i.e.,
then the current set of fixed routes is updated to bev and the process repeats. Otherwise, the search continues by randomly selecting another set of fixed routes from the relocation neighborhood of v.
The procedure terminates and returns fixed-route policy π(v) if there does not exist a set of fixed routesv in the relocation neighborhood of v such that
After the local search terminates, we calculate V π(v) (s), the exact value of policy π(v).
We note that our first-improving local search strikes a balance between computational effort and solution quality. In preliminary experiments, we employed simple greedy construction procedures as well as more sophisticated simulated-annealing based methods. The former executed very quickly, but delivered poor performance in the rollout policies of §5. The latter performed quite well, but required significant computation time, thereby making it difficult to carry out the full range of computational experiments we present in §6. The first-improving local search we present in this section yields acceptable fixed-route policies with reasonable computational effort.
Rollout Policies for the VRPSDL
We use the fixed-route heuristic of §4, in conjunction with rollout algorithms, to approximate the reward-to-go at each decision epoch. Rollout algorithms are heuristic versions of policy iteration for dynamic programs and employ the concept of forward dynamic programming. From a current state, the reward-to-go is approximated by heuristic policies, which are then used to guide action selection in the current state. For an in-depth discussion of rollout applied to deterministic dynamic programs, we refer the reader to Bertsekas et al. (1997) and Bertsekas (2000) . Goodson et al.
(2012) describe rollout policies for general stochastic dynamic programs. A general introduction to approximate dynamic programming is provided by Powell (2007).
In §5.1 and §5.2, we present one-step and post-decision rollout policies for the VRPSDL. In §5.3, we introduce a hybrid rollout policy for the VRPSDL. In §5.4, we discuss a fortified rollout procedure that provides a performance guarantee for our rollout policies. In §5.5, we discuss static and dynamic decomposition methods for the VRPSDL and describe how to implement rollout policies for both schemes.
One-Step Rollout
In the literature, rollout policies are typically implemented as an approximate dynamic programming procedure that looks ahead one step, using a heuristic to approximate the reward-to-go (e.g., see Secomandi (2003), Bertsimas and Popescu (2003) , Bertsimas and Demir (2002) , or Guerriero and Mancini (2003)). From a current state s k and for a given action a, our one-step rollout policy transitions to all possible states s k+1 that may be observed at the next decision epoch. We denote these states by the set S(s k , a) = {s k+1 : P{s k+1 |s k , a} > 0}. Augmenting our notation in §4, we denote by V π(v,s ) (s) the expected value of following a fixed-route policy π(v)
onward from a pre-or post-decision state s, where policy π(v) is obtained by applying the fixedroute heuristic of §4.2 in a pre-or post-decision state s . From each pre-decision state s k+1 in S(s k , a), we execute the fixed-route heuristic to obtain a fixed-route policy π(v) with value
In a one-step rollout algorithm, the estimate of the reward-to-go when selecting action a in state s k is given by the expected value of the fixed-route policies obtained in all
One-step rollout selects an action a in feasible action set A(s k ) that maximizes the value of
For each feasible action a, one-step rollout executes the fixed-route heuristic |S(s k , a)| times, resulting in a total of a∈A(s k ) |S(s k , a)| executions of the fixed-route heuristic. For example, in Table 1 , the estimated reward-to-go for selecting action 5 is obtained by calculating the expected value of the four fixed-route policies that result from executing the fixed-route heuristic from each of the four states listed in the third column. Over all actions in A(s k ), one-step rollout executes the fixed-route heuristic 15 times, once from each state in the third column.
Post-Decision Rollout
Our computational work in §6 shows that one-step rollout policies yield good results. However, the computation required to look ahead one full step at each decision epoch is possible only for problem instances with 50 or fewer customers. We seek to reduce this computational burden by considering a post-decision rollout policy (see Goodson et al. (2012) for a more indepth discussion of post-decision rollout). From a current state s k and for a given action a, our post-decision rollout policy transitions to the post-decision state s a k . From state s a k , we execute the fixed-route heuristic resulting in a fixed-route policy π(v), which is then used to estimate the reward-to-go. Post-decision rollout selects an action a in A(s k ) that maximizes the value
Post-decision rollout fixes vehicle destinations, capacities, and arrival times at the next decision epoch, but does not observe future demand as in one-step rollout. Thus, in contrast to one-step rollout, which executes the fixed-route heuristic a∈A(s k ) |S(s k , a)| times, post-decision rollout executes the fixed-route heuristic only |A(s k )| times, or once from each post-decision state. This contrast is highlighted in Table 1 Our computational experiments suggest that post-decision rollout is an attractive alternative to one-step rollout. Although post-decision rollout reduces computation relative to one-step rollout, the computational requirement of post-decision rollout can still be demanding, particularly when decision epochs occur as a result of the simultaneous arrival of vehicles to locations. In these situations, the number of feasible actions grows combinatorially with the number of vehicles arriving simultaneously and with the number of customers. For example, the number of feasible actions at a decision epoch may range from several hundred to several million. In the latter case, it is not difficult to execute a "simple" heuristic with short run times (e.g., a greedy construction procedure) from the post-decision states corresponding to each feasible action. However, as we discuss in §4.2, our experience with the VRPSDL indicates that overly-simplified heuristics perform poorly because they frequently return low-quality fixed-route policies. Although our local search procedure for fixed-route policies yields higher-quality policies, it requires more time to execute. Consequently, executing this heuristic once for each action in a large action space is computationally prohibitive.
Hybrid Rollout
We introduce hybrid rollout to circumvent the computational issues encountered in post-decision rollout. Hybrid rollout limits the number of post-decision states from which the fixed-route heuristic is executed. We refer to our method as hybrid because it executes the fixed-route heuristic from the pre-decision state and from select post-decision states. The basic premise of hybrid rollout is that a single execution of the fixed-route heuristic from the current pre-decision state s k (in the spirit of a rolling horizon procedure) can be used to implicitly evaluate a subset of the action space,
Then, specific actions are identified and evaluated via the fixed-route heuristic from their respective post-decision states. This is in contrast to one-step and post-decision rollout, which explicitly evaluate each feasible action by executing the fixed-route heuristic from the resulting pre-or post-decision states, respectively.
Algorithm 1 details the logic used by hybrid rollout to select an action at decision epoch k.
Line 1 defines the setĀ(s
} as the set of actions obtainable from the application of the fixed-route decision rule in equation (1) to each set of fixed routes v in V(s k ), the space of all fixed routes in the current pre-decision state. To identify the "best" action inĀ(s k ), line 2 executes the fixed-route heuristic from the current pre-decision state s k . Line 3 uses the
(s k ) via the fixed-route decision rule in equation
(1). Actionā k is one of a set of select actions to be evaluated from the post-decision state in subsequent steps of Algorithm 1. Table 1 illustrates the construction ofĀ(s k ). The fourth column of Table 1 lists the fixed routes composing V(s k ) (note that in larger problem instances, there may be many fixed-route policies that yield the same action). The actions that result from applying the decision rule in equation (1) to each fixed route are displayed in the first column. For example, action 5 is obtained by applying the
Execute fixed-route heuristic from pre-decision state s k yielding fixed-route policy π(v)
Execute fixed-route heuristic from post-decision state s a k yielding fixed-route policy π(v)
if η > λ then 10:
a ← a 12: Select action a decision rule in equation (1) to each fixed route in the set of fixed routes ((1, 2), (4, 3)), resulting in an assignment of vehicle 1 to customer 2 and vehicle 2 to customer 3. Actions 2-7 in Table 1, superscripted by †, compose the setĀ(s k ).
While the single execution of the fixed-route heuristic from the pre-decision state s k may be effective at implicitly evaluating the large number of actions inĀ(s k ), it may suffer from two shortcomings. First, it may not consider some actions, i.e., {A(s k )\Ā(s k )} = ∅ if there are actions that cannot be represented by a set of fixed routes in the pre-decision state. In Table 1 , action 1, which preemptively replenishes the capacity of both vehicles, composes {A(s k ) \Ā(s k )}.
Second, the single execution of the fixed-route heuristic from the pre-decision state s k may inaccurately evaluate a subset of actionsÂ(s k ) ⊆Ā(s k ). Line 4 of Algorithm 1 definesÂ(s k ) = {a ∈Ā(s k ) : ∃ m ∈ M such that a m = 0 and q m > d lm } as the set of preemptive capacity replenishment actions belonging toĀ(s k ); as defined in §4.1, M is the set of vehicles that have arrived at a customer location at decision epoch k. In Table 1 ,Â(s k ) consists of actions 2, 3, 4, and 6, each superscripted by ‡. The evaluation of these preemptive capacity replenishment actions by the fixed-route heuristic from the pre-decision state is often inaccurate. For example, consider action 2 in Table 1 , which assigns vehicle 2 to customer 2 and preemptively replenishes vehicle 1's capacity by assigning vehicle 1 to the depot. The fourth column of Table 1 indicates that action 2 corresponds to the set of fixed routes ((1), (4, 2, 3)). Thus, a fixed-route heuristic evaluating action 2 from the pre-decision state does so by assuming that vehicle 1 will serve demand at its current location (customer 1), then return permanently to the depot, and that all other customers will be visited by vehicle 2. This is potentially problematic because assuming that vehicle 1 is unable to serve additional demand is often inaccurate, particularly near the beginning of the time horizon.
Using local variables λ and η, lines 5-11 execute post-decision rollout over the actions excluded or potentially misevaluated by the previous application of the fixed-route heuristic from the predecision state. In addition,ā k is also evaluated from the post-decision state to facilitate a fair comparison. Line 12 concludes Algorithm 1 by identify the action to select at decision epoch k.
To summarize the example in Table 1 , executing the fixed-route heuristic from pre-decision state s k returns actionā k = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, or 7. Action 1 composes the set A(s k ) \Ā(s k ) and preemptive capacity replenishment actions 2, 3, 4, and 6 belong toÂ(s k ). In the worst case, ifā k is action 5 or 7, then the fixed-route heuristic is executed from the pre-decision state and from six post-decision states, a total of seven executions. In this small example, the number of fixed-route heuristic executions may be the same for post-decision and hybrid rollout, i.e., the worst-case complexities are equivalent. However, depending on the sizes of the sets
andÂ(s k ), a hybrid rollout policy may execute the fixed-route heuristic many fewer times than the number of executions required by a post-decision rollout policy. Our experience with the VRPSDL indicates that this difference grows combinatorially with the number of customers and the number of vehicles.
Fortified Rollout
Our one-step, post-decision, and hybrid rollout procedures for the VRPSDL are each implemented in a fashion that guarantees their performance is at least as good as the performance of the benchmark static fixed routes described in §6.2. We accomplish this by using the benchmark policy to select an action at the first decision epoch, then at each subsequent decision epoch we compare the value of the in-hand fixed-route policy against the value of the policy returned by the fixed-route heuristic and use the policy with the larger value to select an action. In the rollout literature, the performance guarantee we achieve is known as the rollout improvement property and the procedure is commonly referred to as a fortified rollout algorithm. Bertsekas et al. (1997) introduce the rollout improvement property and the concept of a fortified algorithm for deterministic dynamic programs. The results we apply in this work are due to Goodson et al. (2012) , which extends the work of Bertsekas et al. (1997) to general stochastic dynamic programs. We apply the same techniques in the decomposition schemes of §5.5.
Decomposition-Based Rollout Policies
The computational experiments of §6 find that, relative to one-step and post-decision rollout, hybrid rollout increases the problem sizes we are able to consider up to 75-customer problems. Beyond this, hybrid rollout faces the same obstacle that prevents post-decision rollout from scaling to larger problem instances: the number of post-decision states from which the fixed-route heuristic is executed becomes prohibitive. The static and dynamic decomposition schemes we explore in this section seek to reduce the required computation by applying rollout policies to single-vehicle problems and using the resulting policies to select actions for a multi-vehicle fleet. The effect of both decomposition schemes is to restrict the action space over which one-step, post-decision, and hybrid rollout are applied. The restriction is achieved by disallowing actions that assign vehicles to customers outside of the single-vehicle problems. The decomposition schemes lead to computational tractability for larger VRPSDL problem instances.
As discussed in §2, the static decomposition method of Fan et al. (2006) is achieved by partitioning customers into permanent groups at the beginning of the time horizon, i.e., at initial state s 0 . At a given decision epoch, the feasible action space for a vehicle is restricted by the customers in its partition. Referring to the two-vehicle example problem in Figure 1 , one possible partitioning assigns customers 1 and 2 to vehicle 1 and customers 3 and 4 to vehicle 2. Then, from the state s k given in Figure 1 , the feasible action set for vehicle 1 consists of an assignment to customer 2 or to the depot. Similarly, the feasible action set for vehicle 2 consists of an assignment to customer 3 or to the depot. In their work, Fan et al. (2006) partition customers geographically in a radial fashion. Our computational experience suggests that performance can be improved by partitioning customers via a high-quality set of fixed routes. We obtain this set of fixed routes via a simulated annealing heuristic executed from initial state s 0 (see Appendix C for details). Although the static decomposition method of Fan et al. (2006) is computationally attractive, our computational experience suggests that rollout policies achieve better results without decomposition. While disallowing customers to be shared across vehicles significantly decreases the size of the action space, it also prohibits the selection of actions that lead to increases in expected demand served.
In an effort to overcome this limitation, we propose a dynamic decomposition scheme that aims to retain the computational advantage of static decomposition while improving its performance. In dynamic decomposition, customers are re-partitioned at each decision epoch. At decision epoch k when the process occupies state s k , we re-partition customers by executing the fixed-route heuristic of §4.2 from the current pre-decision state s k . The fixed routes returned by the heuristic define the partitions for decision epoch k. Due to its time-consuming nature, we employ the fixed-route simulated annealing heuristic (see Appendix C) only to determine the initial partitions. As with static decomposition, one-step, post-decision, and hybrid rollout can be applied to each partition to obtain a decision rule for the corresponding vehicle. At the next decision epoch, we again execute the fixed-route heuristic to obtain a potentially different partitioning.
Like static decomposition, dynamic decomposition limits the number of feasible actions by only allowing a vehicle to be routed to customers in its partition. However, because dynamic decomposition permits changes in the customer partitions, customers assigned to a certain partition at one decision epoch may not necessarily by assigned to the same partition at a future decision epoch. Our computational experiments indicate that dynamically adjusting the decomposition in this fashion yields much better results than static decomposition.
Computational Results
In this section, we report on computational experiments that implement the VRPSDL rollout policies described in §5. In §6.1, we detail the generation of problem instances used in our experiments.
In §6.2, we describe upper bounds and benchmarks for our rollout policies. A discussion of our computational results is provided in §6.3.
We implement our procedures in C++ and execute all computational experiments on 2.8GHz
Intel Xeon processors with 12-48GB of RAM and the CentOS 5.3 operating system (we do not utilize parallel processing). The total computing time required to carry out the experiments is 6.2 CPU years, which breaks down as follows: 76 percent of the computing time is due to experiments with no decomposition, 2 percent is due to experiments with static decomposition, and 22 percent is due to experiments with dynamic decomposition. 
Problem Instances
To facilitate our experiments, we modify eight problems derived from the instances of Solomon and long. Fleet size, route duration limits, and capacities are displayed in Table 2 .
We assume customer demands are independent random variables, and we construct discrete, symmetric probability distributions for customer demand with low, moderate, and high variability.
The expected demand for each customer is set to the deterministic demand given in the original Solomon instances; denote this quantity byx. To construct a high variability probability distribution for a given customer, we assign uniform probabilities of 0.20 to {0,x/2,x, 3x/2, 2x}. To construct a moderate variability probability distribution for a given customer, we assign probabilities of {0.05, 0.15, 0.60, 0.15, 0.05} to {0,x/2,x, 3x/2, 2x}. To construct a low variability probability distribution for a given customer, we assign probabilities of {0.05, 0.9, 0.05} to {x/2,x, 3x/2}.
For each of the 216 problem instances, we randomly generate 500 realizations according to the specified probability distributions for customer demand (a total of 108,000 realizations).
A common measure of the difficulty of a problem instance is the filling rate, defined as total expected demand divided by total vehicle capacity (e.g., see Laporte et al. (2002) ). The filling rates for our problem instances range from 0.85 to 3.92. In the stochastic VRP literature, problem instances with a filling rate greater than 1.0 are considered to be difficult to solve (Laporte et al., 2002) . As the inclusion of a route duration limit adds a dimension not captured by the filling rate, we report these values mainly as a method to connect our problem instances to other problem instances treated in the literature. As we show in our computational experiments, our rollout policies perform close to an upper bound for "difficult" problem instances with a high filling rate provided that the duration limit is long.
Bounds and Benchmarks
As an upper bound on the value of an optimal policy, we sum the expected demand at all customers.
We label this bound "Expected Demand." This is a valid upper bound for any policy because it is impossible to serve more demand than the total available demand. For several problem instances with short duration limits, it is impossible to reach some customers within the route duration limit (i.e., via a singleton route from the depot, to the customer, and back to the depot). When calculating the upper bound for these problem instances, we do not include the expected demand of impossibleto-reach customers. For problems with longer duration limits and larger vehicle capacities, we observe the upper bound to be tight. However, as the duration limit decreases and vehicle capacities become smaller, we observe that the upper bound becomes weaker.
We consider two benchmarks for our rollout policies. First, we use the value of high-quality fixed-route policies within the class of policies described in §4.1. We label this benchmark "Static Fixed Routes." Because fixed-route policies are commonly implemented in industry, our benchmark policies serve as a practice-based standard for our rollout policies. In Appendix C, we describe the simulated annealing procedure we employ to obtain the benchmark fixed-route policies.
Our experience suggests that the simulated annealing procedure yields high-quality fixed-route policies for the problem instances we consider.
The second benchmark we employ is a rolling horizon procedure. At each decision epoch, the rolling horizon procedure executes the fixed-route heuristic from the current, pre-decision
state. An action is selected by following the resulting fixed-route policy. We label this benchmark "Rolling Horizon." We also implement the rolling horizon procedure within the static decomposition scheme of §5.5. In this case, the rolling horizon procedure executes the fixed-route heuristic separately for each partition of customers. We label this benchmark "Rolling Horizon (D)." Although rolling horizon methods are well-known in the literature, the implementation via our local search-based fixed-route heuristic appears to be unique in the vehicle routing literature. The only similar method of which we are aware is due to Novoa and Storer (2008) , who consider recomputing fixed-route policies at each decision epoch via a greedy construction heuristic. Further, our local search scheme is an improvement over Fan et al. (2006) , who use a simple cyclic heuristic in their static decomposition. Table 3 provides aggregate results of our computational experiments on the problem instances described in §6.1. For each method listed in the first column, Table 3 displays the average demand served and the average number of CPU seconds required to select an action at each decision epoch.
Results and Discussion
These results are aggregated over all problem parameters for 25-, 50-, 75-, and 100-customer problem instances. Thus, each entry in Table 3 represents results for 54 of the 216 problem instances.
Aggregating results in this fashion provides a concise overview of our computational experiments.
In Appendix D, we provide disaggregated results for each method.
The first portion of Table 3 displays the benchmarks and bounds described in §6.2. The remaining portions of Table 3 Tables 4, 5, and 6 compare the performance of one-step, post-decision, and hybrid rollout, with dynamic decomposition and without decomposition, to methods from the literature. Specifically, Table 4 compares our rollout policies to "Static Fixed Routes," Table 5 to "Rolling Horizon," and Table 6 to one-step rollout with static decomposition. Each entry in these tables is the percent improvement over the corresponding method from the literature. As in Table 3 , the values in Tables 4, 5 , and 6 are aggregated over all problem parameters for 25-, 50-, 75-, and 100-customer problems.
The best performance relative to methods in the literature is achieved by one-step and postdecision rollout policies without decomposition. On average, these two methods improve upon the performance of static fixed routes by 3.26 percent, rolling horizon without decomposition by 0.83 percent, and one-step rollout with static decomposition by 2.05 percent. However, as problem size increases beyond 50 customers, executing one-step and post-decision rollout becomes computationally prohibitive given our computing resources. For example, applying one-step roll- Although hybrid rollout without decomposition does not perform as well as one-step and postdecision rollout, it is a computationally attractive alternative for 75-customer problem instances.
On average, hybrid rollout without decomposition improves upon the performance of static fixed routes by 2.46 percent, rolling horizon without decomposition by 0.18 percent, and one-step rollout with static decomposition by 1.49 percent. Despite these improvements over benchmark methods, for 100-customer problem instances, hybrid rollout without decomposition faces the same computational obstacles encountered by one-step and post-decision rollout without decomposition.
Rollout policies combined with dynamic decomposition strike a balance between computational effort and solution quality. On average, rollout policies with dynamic decomposition improve upon the performance of static fixed routes by 2.47 percent, rolling horizon by 0.18 percent, and one-step rollout with static decomposition by 1.52 percent. These results suggest the performance of rollout policies combined with dynamic decomposition is comparable to hybrid rollout without decomposition. Moreover, on our hardware, per epoch CPU times are almost always less than five seconds for 100-customer problem instances. This suggests that rollout policies with dynamic decomposition are strong candidates for making real-time dynamic routing decisions in large-scale operations.
As can be seen in the disaggregated results in Appendix D, there are circumstances in which rollout performance is significantly greater than in the aggregated averages reported above. For example, when the duration limit is short and vehicle capacity is small, the average performance of one-step rollout without decomposition improves upon the average performance of static fixed routes by 10.08 percent, rolling horizon by 3.88 percent, and one-step rollout with static decomposition by 6.64 percent. For the same problem instances, the average performance of one-step rollout with dynamic decomposition improves upon the average performance of static fixed routes by 6.94 percent, rolling horizon by 1.09 percent, and one-step rollout with static decomposition by 4.27 percent.
Conclusion
We develop fixed-route based rollout policies to make dynamic routing decisions in the vehicle routing problem with stochastic demand and duration limits (VRPSDL). Our rollout policies perform favorably in comparison to practice-based fixed-route policies and a rolling horizon procedure. To counter the computational demands of larger problem instances, we execute our rollout policies using a dynamic decomposition scheme. Our computational results indicate that rollout combined with dynamic decomposition is able to achieve high quality solutions for large problem instances with reasonable run times, thereby suggesting that dynamic decomposition is a strong candidate for making real-time decisions in large-scale operations.
We suggest several avenues for future research. First, although we achieve good results with a local search-based fixed-route heuristic, further improvement may be obtained by considering a more intricate search procedure. For example, preliminary experience with a simulated annealing-based fixed route heuristic indicates that significant improvements can be realized on certain problem instances. However, due to the increased computation required to execute a simulated annealing-based fixed-route heuristic, our current computing resources prohibit an extensive test of this method. Efforts to speed the convergence of complex search procedures to high-quality policies would facilitate more exhaustive tests.
Second, consideration of less restrictive fixed-route policies may lead to improved results. Currently, we utilize the fixed-route policy class described in §4.1. Other potential policy classes include the paired-vehicle strategy of Ak and Erera (2007) and the recourse strategy of Novoa et al.
(2006), both of which consider a wider range of recourse actions than the policy class in §4.1. However, policy classes with more complex recourse actions may lead to increased computing times, possibly limiting the ability to implement such methods in real time for large problem instances.
Third, the upper bound of expected demand is weak in many problem instances. Ideally, we would bound the objective with the value of an optimal policy. However, a primary motivation for the development of our rollout policies is the difficulty of obtaining optimal VRPSDL policies.
To emphasize this, consider the work of Secomandi and Margot (2009), which addresses a singlevehicle VRP with stochastic demand. Provably optimal split-delivery policies are obtained only for problems with 15 or fewer customers. Moreover, the authors are only able to obtain perfectinformation bounds on the value of optimal split-delivery policies for problem instances with 15 or fewer customers (although pseudo-bounds are computed for larger problem instances by obtaining valid bounds on unsplit-delivery policies). Due to the additional complexity introduced by multiple vehicles, obtaining optimal VRPSDL policies, or non-trivial bounds on the value of optimal VRPSDL policies, is a subject of future research. One option is to investigate a dual bound based on an information relaxation (Brown et al., 2010 ). Yet, even a perfect-information relaxation is problematic to obtain. Despite the absence of uncertainty, a perfect-information relaxation of the VRPSDL remains a difficult combinatorial problem. Another alternative, motivated by Bertsimas et al. (1995) , is to study the value of heuristic policies under a perfect information relaxation (e.g., execute rollout algorithms with known customer demands). Although such policies would not yield valid bounds, they may provide insight on the value of having more information.
Bertsimas, D., P. Chervi, and M. Peterson (1995) . 
A Detailed Problem Formulation
In this appendix, we provide the details of the problem description given in §3. We characterize demand at customer n in N \ {0} by the pair (d n , x n ), where d n in {{?} ∪ [0, ∞)} is the unserved (pending) demand at customer n and x n in {{?} ∪ [0, ∞)} is the observed demand at customer n. We include x n in the state because demand not yet observed at unvisited customers may be dependent upon observed demands. Note that (d n , x n ) = (?, ?) indicates the demand at customer n is currently unknown. Furthermore, d n = ? if x n = ? and the demand served at customer n is
n∈N denote the vector of unserved and observed demand.
States included in the set of absorbing states S K must meet several conditions. First, vehicle locations must be the depot. Second, we require all vehicles to return to the depot by the duration limit. Third, travel to customers with pending or unknown demand must be infeasible. The set of absorbing states is
An action, taken at each decision epoch, is an assignment of the vehicles in M to locations in N . Given pre-decision state s k , which contains the vector of arrival times (t m ) m∈M , decision epoch k occurs at time T k = min m∈M t m . Let M = arg min m∈M t m be the set of vehicles at decision epoch k currently at a customer location or at the depot (i.e., they are no longer en route). A vehicle in M may be assigned to the depot to replenish capacity or may be assigned to a customer whose demand is either unknown or will be pending after customer demands are served in the current period. Vehicles in {M \ M } remain en route to their destinations, i.e., we do not consider diverting them.
Action a is an M -dimensional vector where the m th element, a m , is the action directing vehicle m in M. The set of actions available in state s k is
Condition (2) requires that vehicles en route continue to their current destination. Condition (3) requires vehicles in M to return to the depot if capacity will be depleted by serving customer demands at current locations. Condition (4) prevents assignment of multiple vehicles to customer locations, except in the case of assignments to the depot. Condition (5) disallows the assignment of vehicles to locations that will have zero demand after customer demands are served in the current period (veh(n) denotes the vehicle at location n, i.e., the vehicle m such that l m = n). Similarly, condition (6) disallows the assignment of vehicles to locations where demand has already been fully served. Condition (7) prohibits the assignment of vehicles to locations that will result in violations of the route duration limit. For vehicles in M not at the depot, condition (8) disallows assignment to the current location, i.e., these vehicles are not permitted to wait. In condition (9), the set {m ∈ M : l m = 0, a m = 0} is the set of vehicles in M assigned by action a to wait at the depot. The setM = {m ∈ M : l m = 0 ∨ (l m = 0 ∧ a m = 0)} is the set of vehicles in M that are either at the depot or are not at the depot and are not assigned to the depot by action a. The set
} is the set of customers not assigned to en route vehicles, that can be visited by a vehicle currently at the depot without violating the duration limit, and that will have pending demand after demand is served in the current period. Condition (9) only allows waiting at the depot if vehicles are unable to feasibly collect demand from the remaining set of customers, a situation that typically occurs toward the end of the time horizon when serving additional customer demand may not be possible.
Given that the state is currently s k and that action a in A(s k ) is selected, a deterministic transition is made to post-decision state s To accommodate vehicles waiting at the depot (see condition (9)), arrival times are calculated in two stages. First, for vehicles not assigned to wait at their current location, we set
Second, for all m in {m ∈ M : l m = l a m }, we set arrival times to the minimum of the arrival times calculated in the first stage:
Thus, vehicles assigned by action a to wait at the depot will "arrive" at the depot at the next decision epoch. We update remaining vehicle capacities to reflect the demand served at each location visited at the current epoch:
In addition, we update unserved customer demands:
Observed demands remain unchanged, thus x a = x.
A transition from pre-decision state s k to post-decision state s a k results in a reward R k (s k , a) = m∈M R k,m (s k , a) equal to the served demand, where
To be consistent with standard MDP notation, we notate the reward as a function of pre-decision state s k and selected action a. Note, however, that the VRPSDL reward function depends only on demand served at current vehicle locations and available vehicle capacity, which are both known in s k . Therefore, the VRPSDL reward function is independent of action a, which specifies vehicle destinations at the next epoch.
At decision epoch k + 1, a transition is made from post-decision state s a k to pre-decision state s k+1 = ((l, t, q), (d, x)) by observing customer demand and replenishing the capacity of vehicles at the depot. The joint distribution function F governs state transitions conditional on observed demand x. In this transition, vehicle destinations and arrival times remain unchanged, thus l = l a and t = t a . We update capacities by 
B.1 Exact Evaluation
Evaluating a fixed-route policy π(v) is accomplished by calculating the expected demand served at each customer on each fixed route in v. In accordance with the literature on fixed-route policies, we assume customer demands are independent. This assumption results in separability by route when calculating the value of a policy.
Below, we develop a method to calculate the expected demand served at a single customer. 
and
where the boundary conditions v , we consider the route duration limit, noting that violations of the route duration limit result in zero demand served. Four cases are considered in the calculation:
In the first case, zero demand is served because the route duration limit is violated. In the second case, only a portion of demand is served because the vehicle does not have enough time to make the return trips to the depot necessary to serve demand in full. In the third case, demand is served in full because the vehicle arrives prior to the route duration limit and with sufficient capacity. In the fourth case, demand is served in full because the vehicle has enough time to make any necessary replenishments. . We discuss property (iii) below. In each result, we assume customer demands follow a discrete probability distribution with a finite support. We denote by f xn (·) the probability mass function of demand at customer n.
Proposition 1 (Fixed-Route Policy Evaluation). The following properties hold when evaluating a fixed-route policy.
(i) The joint probability of arriving to customer v m b with available capacity q and at time t is
where 1{·} is an indicator function that returns 1 if the statement {·} is true and 0 otherwise.
(ii) The expected demand served at customer v
(iii) Assume travel times t(·, ·) satisfy the triangle inequality. If
Proof. We begin by proving property (i):
Equations (23) and (24) hold by the law of total probability. The conditional probability term in
and is zero otherwise. Thus, the conditional probability term is equivalent to the indicator function in (25). Equation (26) follows from the assumed independence of customer demands.
We now prove property (ii):
Equations (27) and (28) hold by the law of iterated expectations. Because the expectation in (27) is conditioned on q, t, and x, it is given directly by (20), which we denote by Z v m b (x, q, t). The remainder of (29) follows from the assumed independence of customer demands.
We now prove property (iii) Assuming integer demand values and travel times, the worst-case complexity of Algorithm 2
Although the complexity is pseudo-polynomial, executing Algorithm 2 can still be computationally demanding. When travel times satisfy the triangle inequality, property (iii) of Proposition 1 provides a mechanism to reduce the computational burden. For a given capacity q , arrival time t , and demand x at customer v m j−1 , property (iii) of Proposition 1 shows that if Z v m j−1 (x , q , t ) < x , then demand served will be zero at all subsequent customers on any sample path, thereby making no contribution to the expected demand served.
Thus, in line 7 of Algorithm 2, instead of iterating over the entire support, we can restrict the loop 
to iterate over {x ∈ supp(x v m j−1 ) : Z(x , q , t ) = x }. When the duration limit is even moderately restrictive, modifying Algorithm 2 in this fashion significantly reduces the number of joint probability terms that need to be considered.
B.2 Evaluation via Simulation
Given P randomly generated demand realizations from F ,x 1 , . . . ,x P , the expected demand served ]. The total value of following a fixed-route policy π(v) from state s onward is estimated to be the sum of the estimated demand served at each customer:
When calculating V π(v) (s), wherev is in the relocation neighborhood of v (see §4.2), it is not necessary to estimate the expected demand served at each customer inv. Because the expected demand served at a customer depends only on the preceding sequence of customers, it is only necessary to estimate the expected demand served at customers where the preceding sequence has In the computational experiments of §6, when estimating the expected demand served by a fixed-route policy in the local search procedure, we use P = 30 demand samples. We observe that 30 demand samples provide an acceptable tradeoff between solution quality and computing time.
This decision is based on experiments using values of P ranging from five to several hundred. To further reduce computation, we utilize common random numbers by maintaining the same set of P demand samples during each execution of the local search procedure. As noted by Birattari et al. (2008) , this practice reduces the variance of the difference between two solution values and also decreases computing time.
C Simulated Annealing for Benchmark Fixed-Route Policies
The benchmark fixed-route policies are obtained via a simulated annealing procedure. Simulated annealing is a local search algorithm in which non-improving moves are probabilistically accepted in an attempt to avoid becoming trapped in a low-quality, locally-optimal solution (Kirkpatrick et al., 1983; Johnson et al., 1989 Johnson et al., , 1991 . Given a current set of fixed routes, the procedure generates a neighboring set of fixed routes via one of the following five neighborhood structures employed by Bent and Van Hentenryck (2004) in a simulated annealing algorithm for the VRP with time windows: two-exchange, Or-exchange, relocation, exchange, and crossover. A detailed explanation of these neighborhoods is given in Kindervater and Savelsbergh (2003) . At each iteration of our simulated annealing implementation, we randomly generate a candidate set of fixed routes from a randomly selected neighborhood of the current set of fixed routes. Denote the policy induced by the current set of fixed routes by π(v) and the policy induced by a neighboring set of fixed routes by π(v). As in (30), we denote estimates of the expected demand served by following these policies from state s on as V π(v) (s) and V π(v) (s), respectively. We accept the neighboring fixed-route policy with probability exp(−(
, where (y) + = y if y > 0 and 0 otherwise and τ is the current temperature, a control parameter in simulated annealing (Kirkpatrick et al., 1983 ).
The simulated annealing procedure begins with an initial set of M fixed routes obtained by assigning customers to routes in a radial fashion with respect to the depot. We generate 7,000 neighbor solutions at each temperature, employ a temperature multiplier of 0.95, and begin with an initial temperature of 100. The procedure terminates after at least 100 temperature decrements and not updating the best-found solution for 75 successive temperature decrements. Our experience suggests that these parameters yield high-quality solutions for the problem instances we consider.
We run the procedure 10 times and select as the benchmark policy the fixed routes with the largest expected demand served. When estimating the expected demand served by a fixed-route policy in the simulated annealing procedure, we use P = 100 demand samples. As in the local search procedure of §4.2, we use the same set of P demand samples throughout the simulated annealing procedure.
D Disaggregated Results of Computational Experiments
In this appendix, we report the disaggregated results of our computational experiments. Table 7 displays the expected demand served by the benchmark fixed-route policies. Tables 8 and 9 respectively display the expected demand served by the rolling horizon procedure with and without decomposition. Table 10 shows the expected demand for each problem instance; expected demand does not change with variability in customer demand. Tables 11, 12 , and 13 depict disaggregated results for our rollout policies without decomposition. Tables 14, 15 , and 16 present disaggregated results for our rollout policies with static decomposition. Tables 17, 18 , and 19 display disaggregated results for our rollout policies with dynamic decomposition. In Tables 8-9 and 11-19, each entry is the average demand served by the respective method across 500 realizations of the problem instance. The values in Tables 7 and 10 are exact calculations. Table 20 is similar to Table 3, except   that Table 20 displays the average number of CPU seconds required to execute each method for an entire instance; Table 3 only presents the average number of CPU seconds per decision epoch. 
